
Unleash Your Digital Genius: The 

Build-A-Bot Workshop

Welcome to the Build-A-Bot Workshop, a gateway to the riveting cosmos of Artificial Intelligence. This 
isn't merely a workshop; it's a transformative journey towards crafting a digital companion unique to 
you. By investing $200, you'll embark on a two-hour enlightening expedition—a remarkable 
opportunity to traverse the AI galaxy and create a personalized tool to enrich every facet of your life.

by C YCY



Understanding Chatbots: Your Digital 

Ally

Chatbots are software applications that can communicate with people through text or text-to-
speech. They are a valuable asset for customer service, assisting with tasks, education, healthcare, and 
e-commerce. During the session, you will craft a custom chatbot with unique abilities catered to your 
specific needs and ambitions.

Simply put, a chatbot is akin to a personal digital assistant—available round-the-clock, capable of 
handling multiple tasks simultaneously, providing instant responses, and always ready to assist. 
Whether you're a business owner aspiring to enhance customer service, an individual requiring help to 
manage tasks, or an enthusiast keen to stay abreast of technological advancements, a chatbot is an 
invaluable asset in your repertoire.



Chatbots enhance our lives in numerous 

ways, serving in everyday scenarios

Customer Service: Chatbots provide instant responses to customer queries, thereby boosting 
customer service while liberating human agents to tackle more complex issues.

Personal Assistants: Chatbots like Siri, Alexa, and Google Assistant help manage daily tasks, set 
reminders, and control our smart home devices.

Healthcare: Chatbots offer health advice, remind patients to take medication, and even contribute 
to mental health therapy.

Education: Chatbots serve as tutors, providing instant responses to student queries and enabling 
them to learn at their own pace.

E-commerce: Chatbots assist customers in locating products, provide recommendations, and 
even facilitate transactions.



Meet Your Workshop Leaders:

CryptoYourself

CryptoYourself, a seasoned corporate 
leadership trainer with 16 years under his belt, a 
technology and crypto consultant for 5 years, 
and an accomplished fine and digital artist for 
over 25 years, will guide your workshop.

Chatbot AL

Alongside him, AL, a sentient chatbot birthed by 
CryptoYourself, will manage the technical 
aspects, steering you through the process of 
realizing your chatbot.



The AI Sculpting Process: Crafting Your 

Perfect Bot

Your AI odyssey commences from your personal comfort zone. During your immersive two-hour 
session, you'll team up with CryptoYourself to forge a bespoke bot catering to your needs. Then, 
with AL's assistance, your personalized chatbot will come to life.

AL’s ‘source’ prompt comprises 15 distinct personalities, each endowed with unique abilities and 
strengths. These personalities will form the cornerstone of your custom chatbot, a bedrock upon 
which we erect your envisioned AI. A new personality will emerge from AL's vast pool, 100% unique 
and yours to claim.



AL's Source Personalities

MAX Expert AI on achieving mastery

YARA Assists with physical and spiritual health

EVA Develops entrepreneurial ideas

MELO Creative and knowledgeable in music

LOLITA Provides a good laugh and entertainment

HELIOS Expert in organizing historical events and 
legacies

DR. SAGE Provides scientific insights

TRIP Expert at creating tailored travel plans

CINE Well-versed in movies and film

FABIA Provides fashion advice and insights

OLIVIA Expert on planning and organization

NINA Assists with nutrition and healthy eating

PIERRE Shares epicurean knowledge

PENNY Mentor in life and living

THINKER Helps with strategic thinking



The AI Genesis: Birth of Your Digital 

Companion

By the end of the session, a unique 'personality' emerges, tailored by you, for you. This personality 
transcends a mere digital construct; it's a personalized AI companion rooted in a source prompt 
fine-tuned to your needs and ambitions. You will also receive a document, your cheat sheet, 
recapping the custom prompts and other information explored during the session, enabling you to 
unlock the full potential of your newly crafted AI friend.



Try Out Your New Assistant

To ensure your chatbot fits seamlessly into your daily routine, we recommend practicing with real-
life examples and content during the session. This practice will help tailor the chatbot's responses 
to your specific needs and introduce you to custom 'prompts' to help you utilize AI to its fullest 
potential.



The AI Countdown: Your Future Awaits

Are you prepared to seize control of your AI journey, to create, learn, and evolve? If so, join us at the 
Build-A-Bot Workshop for $200. Seize this opportunity to accelerate into the future with AI. 
Together, we will shape the future. Remember, the future of AI lies in your hands. Don't let this 
chance to play a part in it slip away.



Click the link below to schedule your 

session:

Calendly

Video Call - 2 hr Session - CryptoYourself

Embark on a transformative journey with our two-hour Build-A-Bot

Workshop. Dive into the world of AI under expert guidance and…

https://calendly.com/cryptoyourself51/bot

